
00:40:09 Matthieu Kaiser: are the aspects mentioned earlier for lows? highs? both? 

00:46:05 Matthieu Kaiser: doesn't sound good for an intervention in Ukraine… ;-) 

00:46:43 Matthieu Kaiser: in 1975 Saigon fell… 

00:54:32 Renato Ricks: Is this considered a rule or guideline in relation to percentage? 

00:57:20 Danica Cordell-Reeh: In 1974/75/76 there existed the opposite of what is being seen 

between Russia(USSR) and China 

00:59:09 Matthieu Kaiser: Saturn Pluto were in square 

00:59:21 Matthieu Kaiser: while now they've just made a conjunction 

00:59:28 Danica Cordell-Reeh: There is a rand report on how to support china against russia 

00:59:31 Matthieu Kaiser: (cycle related to China) 

01:12:58 Dian Brown: are we sure we are recording? 

01:22:35 adam childs: So 2024 give or take a few months is the next low. Will Jupiter going 

into Taurus 2023 create  bear market 

01:23:59 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Forgot the reason for 3 lowest and 3 highest versus 2  or 4 … or 

is it 10% of the total cycle’s for each? 

01:31:29 Jennifer Seiden: https://changingofthegodsseries.com/trailer 

01:31:46 Jennifer Seiden: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MpinqJFnaPo&t=3s 

01:31:46 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: Uranus in Gemini = Artificial Intelligence 

01:32:28 Jennifer Seiden: Geocosmic Documentary premiering on 2/22/22... (US Pluto Return) 

01:32:54 Ibrahim Koné: I made a list for Uranus in Gemini could be 5G 

01:33:06 Jennifer Seiden: Anyone seen this interview on "The Astrology Podcast" w/ Chris 

Brennan last week? 

01:34:15 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: The application of AI is really starting to change the automobile 

and aerospace industries 

01:34:35 Matthieu Kaiser: he's a very good astrologer - saw his podcast on 2022, very 

interesting and detailed 

01:34:54 jeff hanus: yes 

01:35:19 Jennifer Seiden: He interviews Kenny Ausubel 

01:36:14 Jennifer Seiden: Yes, it's just interesting it's being released on that day.... 

01:37:47 Ibrahim Koné: By 5G I am mean more the application of it when infrastructure is in 

place this means more online services more compute in the cloud this drive heavy content over the 

internet (AR/VR, Metaverse, IOT also data processing therefore more AI as well) 



01:37:49 Jennifer Seiden: The Human Behavior & Historical events and their correlation w/ 

Geocosmic Patterns is documented in Mr. Ausubel's documentary that was featured Last week on Chris' 

Podcast 

01:38:48 adam childs: Is the dollar going into a period when the 15 year low is due 

01:39:54 Ibrahim Koné: Does it mean that the low in Crypto could be around the end of 2025 

the Uranus start leaving Taurus? 

01:44:07 adam childs: Ibrahim What about april 2024 jupite Uranus conjunction 

01:44:24 adam childs: in Taurus 

01:45:57 Matthieu Kaiser: thnak you Jennifer for pointing this out 

01:45:58 Ibrahim Koné: Good point Adam that could be the last blow off for a top and with 

global decline late 2025 early 2026 

01:49:54 Jonathan Ryall: Could be a head and shoulders top? 

01:50:09 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: we had our second 0.25% hike in interest rates announced by 

the Bank of England this week 

01:50:56 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: Both occurring within the Venus Retrograde 

01:53:30 Matthieu Kaiser: the ECB got caught off guard by surging inflation 

01:53:54 Danica Cordell-Reeh: The are articles out of Fed and Bank of England versus the ECB 

01:54:44 Matthieu Kaiser: as yield curves flatten, I'm not sure central banks won't flip-flop 

on this… 

01:55:38 adam childs: Mathieu specially if demand fall off 

01:56:47 Matthieu Kaiser: correct - central banks can't do much on supply-driven inflation, 

they only risk killing growth 

02:03:40 adam childs: I always lose money on gold and Silver :-) :-) 

02:04:03 Daniel Ineichen:so, after last week, we are still on the way to a 23 months low in the 

stock market 

02:04:21 Matthieu Kaiser: how do you use the solar-lunar correlation with highs and lows? 

02:05:07 Vincent Wang: Usdjpy looks like a candidate to short, isn’t it ? 

02:05:25 adam childs: Could we rally into March which is when the fed stops QE I think 

02:05:47 Matthieu Kaiser: the S&P has not taken out the 45-MA yet 

02:06:07 Merriman Market Analyst: Fed stopped QE already I believe 

02:06:12 Merriman Market Analyst: rates hiking in March 

02:06:48 adam childs: I see thank you so march is an important time zone 



02:06:58 Merriman Market Analyst: yes 

02:09:05 Abhishek Singh: Come Gold - From March 2021 Lows - are we in 3rd phase of 22 / 23 

week cycle. Is it correct & Gold can push upside in 3rd phase - can this be correct? 

02:09:15 Abhishek Singh: Comex 

02:13:39 adam childs: Can we look at oil again it does not seem to want to correct but I think I 

would like to see a pullback soon 

02:14:12 Matthieu Kaiser: i'm asking because the WV for Aquarius/Taurus is low, but there 

is a significant difference between lows >> highs with this combination, according to the numbers we 

saw last year 

02:15:23 Matthieu Kaiser: this ties in with what you said 

02:17:06 Din Uppal: Would it be better to play the Vix then the indexes at the moment given 

the the Volatility. Also Bitcoin has broken  40K  - is this a top  or can get go higher ? 

02:18:30 Vincent Wang: Thanks 

02:19:32 Vincent Wang: Friday non farm only manage 50 pips so… 

02:21:52 Abhishek Singh: Its week 

02:23:31 Abhishek Singh: From 3A of your cycle if we count 22/ 23 weeks 

02:24:20 Rita Perea: Alt coins in the green on Trading View today too. ETH above $3000 right 

now. HEX up to .21 cents. :) 

02:25:06 Rita Perea: Thoughts about reactions to the US Labor Report? 

02:26:05 Abhishek Singh: Thanks 

02:28:23 Matthieu Kaiser: the thing on oil is a half-cycle is due soon, isn't it? 

02:28:51 Matthieu Kaiser: also, with Mercury turning direct, couldn't we get a correction 

in oil? 

02:33:12 adam childs: If the fed changes its plan wuld that change your opinion 

02:34:38 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Talking about march. March 14th week  non stop lunar sq and 

oppositions . T sq in fixed signs between moon mars Uranus and Venus with moon opposition to Saturn 

on Tuesday. Then the moon continues with oppositions to to mercury Jupiter Neptune and the sung   

Friday the full moon 

02:35:32 Din Uppal: Thank you! 

02:37:19 Rita Perea: Thank you :) 

02:37:57 Matthieu Kaiser: the momentum in oil is huge, true 

02:38:23 Matthieu Kaiser: thanks 



02:39:13 Daniel Ineichen:but you don't want to chase a chart like oil. rather wait for pullbacks 

02:39:46 Matthieu Kaiser: indeed 

02:40:18 adam childs: When Neptune went direct 

02:40:24 Vincent Wang: Thanks looking to get out USO in late Feb then 

02:40:37 adam childs: yeah the low in oil 

02:40:45 Matthieu Kaiser: 1 December 

02:40:59 Matthieu Kaiser: impressive timing! 

02:41:36 Vincent Wang: Thanks excellent call. Paid my course already ha 

02:41:47 Abhishek Singh: Thanks 

02:41:57 adam childs: Thank you :-) 

02:42:15 Matthieu Kaiser: thank you, very good class 

02:42:42 Rita Perea: Thank you.Great discussion. Great to see everyone today! 


